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Case No. BLNR-CC-16-002

TMT I NTERNATIONAL OBSERVATORY, LLC'S

SEVENTH AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST and
ADDITIONAL EXHIBITS C-48 to C-49;

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Exhibit No. Description Received
Into Evidence

c-1 Testimony of Ed Stone

c-2 Testimony of Gary Sanders



Exhibit No Description
Received

lnto Evidence

c-3
Graphic showing Mitigation Measures Reduce Size and Visibility of
TMT

c-4 Testimony of Mike Bolte

c-5
New York Times article: From Hawaii's Mauna Kea, A Universe of
Discoveries (October 3, 20L6)

c-6 Testimony of David M. Callies

c-7 Testimony of James Hallstrom, including Curriculum Vitae

C-B Testimony of Dr. Heather Kaluna

c-9 Testimony of Naea Stevens

c-1_0 Direct Testimony of Amber lmai-Hong

c-11 Testimony of Robert B. Rechtman

c-12
Thirty Meter Telescope Archaeological Report, prepared by

Genevieve Glennon and Robert Rechtman (October 20L3)

c-13
Letterto Robert Rechtman from DLNR Historic Preservation Division,
approving TMT Archaeological Report (December t6, 20L3)

C-L4
Thirty Meter Telescope Monitoring Report re: Groundbreaking,
prepared by Samuel Plunket and Robert Rechtman (September 2O1"4)

c-L5 Field Reconnaissance of TMT Development Site

c-1_6 Updated Field Reconnaissance of TMT Development Site

C-T7 Testimony of Paul Coleman

c-18
Aerial Graphic showing distances from cultural practice areas to
proposed TMT Observatory

c-19
Aerial Graphic showing that TMT does not block/impinge on view of
Haleakala from Poli'ahu

c-20 Graphic showing TMT and Pu'u Poli'ahu Elevation Difference
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Exhibit No Description
Received

lnto Evidence

c-21,
Graphic of Pu'u Wekiu View Plane Cross-Section with Elevation - TMT
Not Visible

c-22 Graphic of Pu'u Wekiu View Plane Cross-Section - TMT Not Visible

c-23 Graphic of Size Comparison Chart of TMT with other Telescopes

c-24 Written Direct Testimony of Clarence Kukauakahi Ching (201,1,)

c-2s Hearing Testimony of Clarence Ching (2011)

c-26 Written Direct Testimony of E. Kalani Flores (201"L)

c-27 Hearing Testimony of E. Kalani Flores (201,1,)

c-28 Written Direct Testimony of Paul K. Neves (201I)

c-29 Hearing Testimony of Paul K. Neves (2OIt)

c-30 Written Direct Testimony of Hawane Rios (2011)

c-3L Hearing Testimony of Hawane Rios (2011)

c-32 Written Direct Testimony of Deborah Ward (201,Ð

c-33
Amendment to page B of Deborah Ward's Written Direct Testimony
(201.1)

c-34 Hearing Testimony of Deborah Ward (201L)

c-35 Mauna Kea Summit aerial photograph

c-36 Mauna Kea Summit USGS Map

c-37 Map of Honokohau Harbor Area

c-38 8/22/201.4 Letter to William Aila (DLNR) from Bob Rechtman

c-39
TMT lnternational Observatory, LLC lnitial Decommissioning Funding

Plan (April 201.4)
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Exhibit No. Description
Received

lnto Evidence

c-40
October 6,201,6 Hawaii Supreme Court Decision in Re Kilakila O'

Ha lea kala, SCWC-1"3-3065

c-41,
1,2/22/1992 Disciplinary Board of the Hawaii Supreme Court Decision
regarding suspension of Clarence F. T. Ching from the practice of law

c-42
411,4/1993 Hawaii Supreme Court Order of Suspension regarding
Clarence F. T. Ching

c-43 FEIS Response to MKAH Comments

c-44 TMT ElS, Figure 3-3: Historic Sites

c-45 Pua Case Facebook page, November 9 at B:44 a.m

C-45a
Duplicate of Pua Case Facebook page of November 9 at B:44 a.m.,
dated November 9,2OL6

c-46
Article by Gregory Johnson: Authenticity, lnvention, Articulation
Theorizing Contemporary Hawaiian Traditions from the Outside

c-47
Article by Gregory Johnson: The Newark Earthworks - Caring for
Depressêd Cultural Sites, Hawaiian Style

c-48 Brannon Kealoha Facebook Post re Mailani Neal

c-49
Article by Noelani Goodyear-Kaopua and Mary Tuti Baker - The Great
Shift: Moving Beyond a fossil Fuel-Based Economy

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii, Fehntarv )4. 2017

J. DOUGLAS ING

BRIAN A. KANG

ROSS T. SHINYAMA
SUMMER H. KAIAWE

Attorneys for TMT INTERNATIONAL
OBSERVATORY, LLC
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iLind
lan Lind . Now online daily from Old Kahala

Obscenity-laced Facebook post calls for killing telescope
supporters [Updated]
Posted on April24.2015 by hlnd | 62 Connments

The author of an obscenitylaced tirade advocating the killing or beating of supporters of the Thirty Meter Telescope

on Mauna Kea has apologized for his words and actions.

"I am truly sorry for the offense," said Brannon Kamahana Kealoha, who has been prominent in the Sacred Mauna

Kea movement.

The threatening and obscene rant reportedly appeared on Facebook yesterday

"Fuck all these supporters of TMT!" the post said. "Their throats should be slashed and their blood should be spitled

on our Sacred Mauna A Wakea!"

'TMT supporters should get the life beat out of them if they step foot on our Sacred Mauna!" the post continued.

The obscene and threatening post was published under the Facbook name, "Kealoha Kahunaaina Iona." The

account actually belongs to Kealoha, who says he started the account using three family names several yeaß ago

when he was trying to bring together several parts of his extended family.

According to his Facebook page, Kealoha is a University of Hawaii student scheduled to graduate next month with
degrees in Anthropology and Hawaiian Language.

He is also listed as the creator of the Sacred Mauna Kea Fund, associated with the Sacred Mauna Kea protest group

The fund has already raised more than $rr,ooo through an online site, gofundme.com, for inter island travel in

support of the TMT protests.

Reached today by telephone, Kealoha apologized profusely

"I take full responsibility for my irrational, inflammatory, and insensitive words that happened in the past,"

Kealoha said.

He said the post was not recent, and was related to two additional posts that were part of an exchange more than a

year ago with a woman in Florida. He said he has learned, and changed, in the interim.

"I am not that person in that screen shot, I am this living human being that has become someone else, who has

learned, has changed, and has become a betterperson," he said.

Kealoha's post used the disparaging and obscene "C-word", slang for a woman that refers to the female anatomy, to
refer to all project supporters, male and female aìike. He usually added an obscenity as an adjective.



Dictionarv.com calls the term "one of the most hateful and powerful examples of verbal abuse in the Engiish

language."

Kealoha's post heaped special venom on Mailani Neal, a senior at Hawaii Preparatory Academy and former

Kamehameha student, who recently launched her own online petition supporting the telescope project. Her petition
was reported last week by the Hawaii Tribune-Herald and KITV.

Kealoha referred to Neal with a profanity, and said she should be "f-en dealt with blows."

"...(Ðhe retum of our Kingdom is at hand and anyone who stands in ourway will learn," he wrote.

The post was later deleted, but not before it was liked by at least three people, and copied and reposted by at least

one other Facebook user, who called it 'threatening and pure evil."

"If this is how these Hawaiian Protesters act with such hate and violent threats, something seriously needs to be

done quickly," she wrote.

Project supporters say there have been numerous repofts of intimidation and bullying by protestors against Hawaii

Island supporters, as well as union workers on the TMT job. Some have been serious enough that they were reported

to police.

Kealoha could not explain why the post contained references to Neal's pro-TMT petition, which went online April
13, 2o1S, and said he was trying to determine when it was written.

"But I can guarantee you that between April r3th and now, I have not posted that," he said

This enty was posted in Court, environment, Iglidçg. Bookmark the permalink.

62 RESPONSES TO "OBSCENITY-LACED FACEBOOK POST CALLS FOR KILLING TELESCOPE
suPPoRTERS IUPDATEDI"

[.ana I May 'l , 20'l 5 at 10:41 am I Reply

His real name is Brannon Kamahana Kealoha Kamehameha Schools Class of 1995 which makes him
about 3Zyears ofage.

Initially I spelled it as Brannan but it is with an "o". Brannon
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- A 'next generâtion" opticalf nfrared observatory capable of see¡ng more than 1 3 biìlion light years away.

- Size: 180 feet tall; 57,000 square feot

- Location j 13,1So-foot elevation on the north side of Mauna Kea.

-Visible fom 14 percentolB¡g lsland.

- Operaled by TMT Oþs€rvatory Corp. based in Pasadena, Calif. Partners ¡nclude un¡versities and asbonomy
inôtitutions in Un¡ted States, lndia, China and Japan.

- Construction scheduled to be complete z12z.Telescope to achieve lrst lightin 2Q24.

- Lease: Currenüy $300,000 a year. To increasg incrementally to $1.08 million when operational. Eighty perc€nl
goes lo Offco of Mauna Kea Management; 20 percent goes lo Ofice of Hawaiian Alïairs.

- To oreat€ an estimated 130 permanentJobs.

- THINK Fund: $750,000 a year conbibuted to Hawa¡i Community Foundation and $250,000 a year cont¡buted to
Pauahi Foundation. Donations dødicated to scholarships and education for Hawaii lsland students.

About Mâune Kea

- Hawa¡¡'s trallest peak at '13,796 feel.

VIEW OFFERS }

Best Tlme to Shop
Àrnerlsat B*st-Settlng Brand.
Aà¡êd k ¡0l5CY $¡+a

VIEVI OFFERS }

I¡FE

- Hosts 13 telescopes w¡thin the 11 ,288-acre Mauna Kea Scienoe Roseruo, administored þy the Un¡vers¡ty of
Hawa¡¡.



- Native Hawaiìans cons¡der ¡t lheir most sacred place.

- Symbolic of the plko of Hawaii lsland, a child of Wak€a (Sky Father) and Papa (Earth Mother), that connects the
land to the hoavens.

Sc¡ence reserve hosts 263 historic properties, lncluding 141 anc¡ent shrines.

By TOM CALLIS
Hawa¡¡ Tr¡buno-Horald

As protests against he Thirty Meter Telsscope conùnuê, a Hawaii Preparatory Academy sen¡or rec€ntly started
her own online petjt¡on bc ofrer support for the $1 ,4 b¡lllon proiect.

Mailani Neal, an aspir¡ng asFonomer, said she wanled to help show the other side of the story as ttìos6 who
oppose building the 18o-foot-tall observatory on Mauna Kea r€ce¡ve a groundswell ofsupportfrom c€lebriÜes
and others tfìrough soc¡al med¡a.

"ljust hopo it shows to the people who run TMT that there is support for tìêm,'said Neal, 18. "l would h¡nk hat, if
lwas in their pos¡tion, lwould be quite inämidated by he opposing furcs."

The pet¡t¡on was launched Monday at www.gopêtition.com. lt hâd received more ülan 950 signaù,lres âs of
Wednesday aftemoorì.

She might have a lot of c€tching up to do. One anti-TMT petition has gained more üìan 40,000 signatures.

'l don't really th¡nk that this is a batüe of who €n get a h¡ghsr numbêr,' Neal said. "l don't want thero to be a fighl
over th¡s. I want there to be commun¡cation.'

She said she plans to study applied physics witr a concentration in space science at he Rensselaer Polytêchnic
lnstìtute in New York, and wants to someday r€fum to Hawaii lsland to pract¡ce astronomy.

Neal said she was frst ¡ntroduced lo astronomy as a student at Kamehameha Schools on Oahu, wh€re shê
learned how Hawaíians used 6eir knowledge ofthe stars lo cover great dist€nc€s across the Pacific Ocean

But the moment she was tsuly inspired by hê universe câmo when she was stãrgazing with her family on Mauna
Kea on Chrisunas when she was about l0 years old.

"l say that it probat¡ly was th€ most importanl moment of my l¡f€," Neal said. "l never felt anything l¡ke iL"

She sa¡d she supports TMT because she says bose working on the project have ùied to be a good parùìer with
the community. Neal sa¡d ù.re TMTs'THINK fund, which provides educationâl grants and scholârships on Hawaii
lslend, aleo will help fulure generations of sü.¡d€nts.

Stíll, the prot€sters, who are mosüy Nalive Hawaiian, say there shouldn't b€ furtìer developÍn€nt on a mountain
tlìat is considêred sacred. Many want thê êxist¡ng 1 3 tdescopes rêmov€d, and demonstralons havo attac'têd
dozens, and in somê cases hundreds, of opponents during he past f€w w€eks.

Att€mpb at blocking consbucl¡on crews also have led to 31 aneEb.

"l am Hawai¡an. I know how it b€ls,' Neal said. 'lts kind of a sad tuth thal so many sacred place8 have already
been desecrated.'

But she sa¡d she doesn't s€e TML which will allow asfonom€rs t¡c see more than 13 billion light years away, as
be¡ng a desecralion. Ralher, Neâl said she sees it as som€thing beauüfu| and worth c€lebraüng.

"Why not put his monum€nial telescopo tha{s going to be a worldw¡de honor in Hawaii?" she askêd. 'l üì¡nk it s
one of ihe gr€at€st ways to raise Hawai¡an culturo and show it to the world.'

Email Tom Call is at tcallis@hawaiitríbune-herald.com
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Tn r C REAr Sn rrr:
Movrruc BEyoN o n Fossll Fu Et--Bnse o EcoNoMy

Noeløni Goodyeør-Kø'opuø ønd Møry Tuti Baker

ln this article, we call for a "great shift" away from the fossil fuel-based

economy upon which Hawaiian livelihoods rely. Our over-reliance on fuel

sources that cause tremendous environmental harm does not align with

the principles that have sustained our people and lands for generations

We also examine neoliberal capitalism as it functions within the fossil

fuel-based economy. This article: (r) sketches the scope of the Peak

Oil problem and demonstrates the urgency for Känaka Maoli (Native
:

Hawaiíans) to specifically confront these issues as a Hawaiian problem,

and (z) highlights the tensions in Hawai'i between community-based

and neoliberal transnational corporate capitalist approaches to these

coming economic and environmental shifts.

CORRESPONDENCE MAY BE SENT TO:

Noelani Coodyear-Ka'öpua, Departmentof Political Science, Universityof Hawai'i at Mànoa

Saunders Hall 640, 2424 Maíle !Vay, Honolulu, Hawai'i 96822

Email: goodyear@hawaii.edu

Mary Tuti Baker

Email: bakerm @hawaii.edu

Hùlili: Multid¡sc¡plinary Research on Hawaîian Well-Being Vol.E (2012)
Copyright @ 20'l 2 by Kamehameha Schools.
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HÜLILr Vol.8 (2012)

I ka moana nõ ka i'a, liulíu 'ia nã pono lawai'a.

While the fsh øre still in the seø, get your geør reødy

-'Õlelo 
No'eøu (Pukui, 1983, p. 129, no. 1184)

fl mpires of the 20th and early 21st century have been fueled by oil, but oil is a

l-, frr.it. ïesource. As we will discuss in more depth below, the term "Peak Oil" has

become a shorthand way to reference a historical moment when the world's total

annual oil production no longer grows but instead begins a long and unending
decline. This article has been deeply inspired by the work of our Dakota sister

Waziyatawín who shared her groundbreaking work on Peak Oil's implications
for indigenous people during a two-week intensive seminar bringing faculty and

students of the University of Hawai'i's Indigenous Politics program together with
the University of Victoria's Indigenous Governance program. It was during this

course that the coauthors ofthis article first read Waziyatawin's essay "Indigenous

Survival in the Coming Collapse " and began to realize the urgency of the problem.

She called us to consider the incompatibilities between our own ancestral values

systems and lifestyles with our present over-reliance on the exploitation of fossil

fuels. In the essay, she asks:

Do we still cherish the land as our mother, or do we

see her today as a resource to be exploited for economic

developmentl Do we still envision ourselves as protectors

of the land, or have we fallen prey to a belief in our

own helplessnessll

In person, she asked us to consider anolher question which resonated with
a couple of basic principles many of us 'Õiwi (natives) have been taught since

childhood: leave a place cleaner than when you got there, and always give as much,

if not more, than you take. When we pass into the next realm, will we have leÍt
our islands and our earth a cleaner place than when we were bornl Will we have

planted as much as we have consumedl

From our co-participants in that seminar, we learned about the heavy environ-

mental toll on their indigenous lands that our collective over-dependence on oil,

coal, and natural gas perpetuates. We were also inspired by the knowledge that our

134



COODYEAR-KA'ÕPUA I MOVING BEYOND A FOSSIL FUEL_BASED ECONOMY

own indigenous land-based cultures and economies were developed to balance

human health with the health of our nonhuman relatives. In subsequent conver-

sations, the coauthors of this article began to ask: Are we adequately preparing

ourselves for the future conditions of oil's decline I Are our people sufficiently

dealing with the fact that the kind of economic growth produced in the 20th and

early 21st centuries in Hawai'i is fundamentaily unsustairrable (in part because it
relies on the accessibility of fossil fuels)l Are we protecting the future of our lãhui

(nation, people) ifwe remain wholly dependent upon and apathetic to the dominant

corporate capitalist economic systemsl Is deriving most of our basic needs-our
pono (balance, goodness, wellness)-from such an extractive economy consistent

with our kùpuna (ancestors') valuesl

Hawaiian well-being must be seen in light of our long-term survival as a people

over generations and centuries. For hundreds of generations, IGnaka Maoli

(Native Hawaiian) health has been fostered by detailed ol¡servation of the natural

resources that sustain life. The 'olelo no'eau (proverb) above expresses the fore-

thought of our krfpuna: be aware of environmental conditions and prepare. This

simple yet profound instruction cen be interpreted in terms of both environ-

mental and related social and economic conditions. Consider, for example, the

forethought of our küpuna of the 19th century who gave us millions of pages of
their 'ike (knowledge), produced while they were dealing with a massive popula-

tion collapse. They understood the urgency of their situation, and they acted to

preselve a vast legacy for us in subsequent centuries. Their ability to see their
pulapula (descendants, offspring) in the future, to think about us and care for us

across time, should be our model. We similarly need to look at the conditions and

challenges of our time and plan accordingly for the collective health of our 'ãina

(land) and lãhui into tlne 22nd century and beyond.

In the second decade of the 21st century, we face profound environmental and

economic changes within a generation or two. The period in which we in Hawai'i
have lived under the U.S. empire corresponds almost exactly with the time in which
abundant oil and natural gas stores were exploited to literally fuel an eÍa of intense

wealth accumulation for some nations and depletion for others. In the 1900s, fossil

fuels radically changed American society: automobiles, jet aircraft, fertilizers for
industrial agriculture, manufactured goods derived from petrochemicals, and the

seemingly limitless mobility of products across oceans and continents. All of this

has been possible because ofoil and, to a lesser extent, coal and nahrral gas. Kãnaka

Maoli too (no maüer what nationality we claim) have become largely dependent

r35



HÜLILI vol.s (2012)

on a fossil fuel-powered capitalist economy dominated by transnational corpora-

tions. We are both injured and benefited by this economy. Take a iook around your
house at the food, medicines, cars, home appliances, toys, phones, clothes, tooth-
paste, beer, and everything else. Fossil fuels are used to produce, pack, transport,

market, and power the majority of things most of us use on a daily basis.

Over the last century humans-primarily those living in the "developed" nations

of the First World or "Global North"-have consumed about half of the earth's

nonrenewal¡le fossil fuel resources. In the context of both Hawaiian and human
history, the consumption levels this exploitation has enabled are wildly abnormal.

American and European critics have euphemistically referred to this period as the
"age of exuberance" (Catton, 1980) or "the greatest banquet in history" (Heinberg,
2010, p. 26). Native and other critical scholars have pointed out that this era should
also be described as an age of ongoing imperialism. Presenting a "Basic Call to
Consciousness" in L977, Haudenosaunee authors and leaders offered an interna-
tional wake-up call against the destructive practices of Western industrial extrac-

tive technoiogies (Akwesasne Notes, 1986). It was the same year that George Heim,
inspired by a similar commitment to protect the sanctity of living 'ãina wrote, "We

are against warfare but more so against imperialism," as he lay on the rocky earth
of Kaho'olawe (Morales, 1,98a, p. 72).

The problems of Peak Oil are poised to negatively affect our people dispropor-

tionately, since people with lower incomes feel a greater pinch when the costs

of gas, food, and manufactured goods rise. In this article, we argue that if we,

I(ãnaka, do not begin irnmediøtely making a great shift, weaning our children and
ourselves from our dependence on fossil fuels and the economy powered by them,
we will fail to live up to our kuleana (responsibility) to our kùpuna o ka wã i hala
(ancestors of generations past), our hanauna hou (coming generations) and our
'ãina. As a people, it is our kuleana to prepare our collective intellectual, spiritual,
and material "gear" for the coming realities of an unrelenting deciine in the fossil
fuels upon which the dominant economy, and thus our livelihoods, rely. This
great shift will require much more study, discussion, and planning. This article is
only intended to ì¡e a huml¡le beginning for such a conversation.

As 'Oiwi scholars who study politics, we are concerned with the ways power,

wealth, and decision-making will be distributed as the shifts precipitated by Peak

Oil take place. While we draw on existing research from the natural sciences on
the geological aspects of oil decline, we do not claim to prove whether or not our
societies have yet reached the peak of oil production. Rather, we aim to do the
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following: (1) sketch the scope and urgency of the Peak Oil problem generally and

demonstrate why I(ãnaka Maoli are likely to be disproportionately and negatively

impacted; (2) explore the tensions between community-based and transnational

corporate capitalist approaches to addressing the coming economic and envi-

ronmental shifts by drawing on Baker's empirical research on Moloka'i; and (3)

propose some initial points for furtlrer discussion, research, and action around

envisioning and creating more pono economies that can nurture the health of our

lahui and 'ãtna.2

Arr nMrNC AND SrneNcrHENrNc EcoNoM rES,

Nor "THE EcoNoMY"

We find it useful to begin by disrupting popular, hegemonic language that defines

"the economy" only in terms ofa market-based economy dominated by transnational

corporations. Similarþ, "the future" is often represented and imagined in terms of
the inevitable expansion and continued growth ofthat economy. Categorical terms

such as the economy and the future are often mobilized to refer to a singular,

Western-derived vision.3 Against that trend, we argue for the need to open our field
of vision to understanding economies and futures as fundamentally plural.

The term "economy" emerges from the Greek oikonomos, one who stewards the

resources of a household, dwelling, or village. In modern English, economy can

refer to both the wealth and resources of a place, as well to the systems by which
that wealth is produced, managed, and circulated. Our own Hawaiian terms,

ho'okele wøiwøi for econorny and no'eøu ho'okele wøiwøí for economics, vividly
illustrate that an 'Õiwi view of economy is grounded in the skilled stewardship

and direction of valuable resources.

Why is it problematic to reduce these broad ways of thinking about economies to

a monolithic, market-based notion of "the economy"l Physicist, environmental

activist, and author Vandana Shiva argues that "the reduction of the visible

economy to the market and activities controlled by capital" causes myopic thinking
and action (Shiva, 2005 , p. 1+). By focusing only on monetary value, cost, and profit,
we obscure the productive and life-sustaining capacities of other systems. Shiva

asks us to think instead about three kinds of economies: nature's economy, suste-

nance economies, and market economies.
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The productive capacities of our world's complex ecosystems can themselves

be thought of as econorntes-neture's ecortonti¿s. Shiva argues that the natural

economy is "the primary economy on which all other economies rest" (Shiva, 2005,

p. i6). Our ancestral Hawaiian worldview is based on a similar recognition of the

creative and nurturing power of our 'ãina as the foundation of life. Drinkable

water, fertile soil, fruit-bearing trees, and all forms of nalural energy sources are

produced through the organic productivity of our ecosystems. To view such things
narrowly as marketable products or resources leaves vast aspects of the creative

capacities of nature beyond the scope of conventional economic thinking.

Similarly, within dominant media and popular discourse, references to "the

economy" or to "economic development" do not account for sustenøruce econon'ries.

As Shiva writes, "In the sustenance economy, people work directly to provide the

conditions necessary to maintain their lives...without the sustenance economy

there would be no market economy." For the vast majority of Kanaka Maoli

existence, we have lived and maintained optimal health by balancing the natural

and sustenance economies. The innovations of our küpuna, such as the 'auwai

(irrigation ditch), lo'i (irrigated terrace), and loko i'a, (fishpond) are all tech-

nologies that heighten the productivity of nahrral and sustenance economies.

Unfortunately, in our world today "the market makes invisible nature's economy

and people's sustenance economies" (Shiva, 2005, p. 14).

Markets are a relatively new introduction to Hawaiian economic production. Shiva

makes a key distinction ì¡etween markets in general, and "the mørket" within
neolil¡eral capitalism.

Markets are places of exchange...based on direct

relationships and face-to-face exchange...an extension of
society. When markets are replaced by the mørket, society is

replaced by capital and the market becomes the anonymous

face of corporations...cultural spaces of exchange are

replaced by invisible processes...the market becomes the
mystification of processes of crude capital accumulation...

It is this diseml¡odied, decontextualized market which
destroys the environment and people's lives. (Shiva,2005,

pp. 18-1e)
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Within a capitalist economy, the market survives and grows by consistently drawrng

in resources from outside its current scope of operation, and it externalizes the

costs on the sustenance and natural economies as the basis for generating profit.

In this era of declining oil, the commodification of wind power is one example of
the ways in which a corporate-driven market economy seeks to bring new natural

resources into its frame. Profit-taking or the accumulation of capital drives the

market economy.

Polanyi characterizes the market economy as "an economic system controlled,

regulated, and directed by market prices" (Polanyi, 200L, p.71,).In other woids, in
a capitalist economy prices are attached to all eiements of production including

human labor, land, and natural resources. The worker derives income from
selling labor power to the capitalist. The financier derives income from selling

money to the capitalist. The owner of land derives income from the rent extracted

for its use by the capitalist. And the capitalist derives income from profit (price of
goods minus the price of labor, land, money, and any other costs associated with
producing the goods). The concept of private property is essential to economic

productivity within a capitalist system because you cannot sell something you

do not own. Thus, the market economy will tend to drain resources, induding
human labor, from the natural and sustenance economies without regard to the

costs or imbalances caused. It seeks to enclose and comrnodify as private property

those resources that were previously accessible to a collective group of people.

In the last several decades, large countries and multinational corporations have

advanced the spread of a brand of capitalism and associated government policies

often descril¡ed under the umbrella term "neoliì¡eralism." In his essay, "'Western

Colonization of the Future," Zíauddin Sardar (1999) argues our futures are being

colonized by the global spread of neoliberalism-an approach to economic and

social policy based on market expansion, deregulation of trade, and rnaxirnizing

the role of private business interests over democratic publics. Geographer and

anthropologist David Harvey explains that neoliberalism is "a theory of political

economic practices that proposes that human well-being can best be advanced by

liberating individual entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an institutional

framework characterized by strong property rights, free markets, and free trade"

(Harvey, 2007, p.2).

A key political question for any nation to determine is the regulatory function of
its government. This can include the prevention of overuse of particular natural
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resources. For instance, traditional Hawaiian kapu (regulations) were often
specifically intended to balance human use with ecological health. In contrast,

neoliberal poiicies are primarily designed to protect the free flow of capitai, mostly
controlled by powerful corporations. Under neoliberal Ìegal regimes, corporations

enjoy many of the protections of nation-states without the same kinds of account-

abilities, and territorial boundaries are loosened so capital can flow more readily
across national borders. Transnational corporations exist to increase their own
profits. Thus, ecological and social concerns are secondary to the primary purpose

of accumulating wealth.

Neoliberalism is also characterized by the saturation of market-based language

and ideology to shape various aspects oflife. One example in the field of education
is the move to think about schooling as a l¡usiness (leaders as CEOs, students

as consumers, reforms based on market modeis of choice and competition, etc.).

Sardar writes that neoliberalism and the ascension of the market over other ways

ofviewing economies and futures promotes

a dominant set of cultural practices and values, one vision
of how life is to be lived, at the expense of all others, and it
has serious practical consequences: Not only does it erode

Non-Western local traditions and cultural practices, but it
kills non-Western future options...the future is locked into
a single, linear projection. (Sardar, 1,999, p. lI2).

The spread of neoliberalism has exacerbated the problems of imbalance between

the aforementioned natural, sustenance, and market economies, so much so that
dominant representations of the future rarely envision a world that is not struc-

tured by the continued expansion oftransnational corporate power and reach. This
is significant because it forecloses new and creative ways of thinking about and

creating our futures in ways that are more balanced and healthy.

The expansion of neoliberal, corporate capitalism has l¡een fueled by the proÊ
ligate use of oil, a unique product of the natural economy. This imbalanced

growth has not oniy made these other more foundational economies invisible
but has actively diverted wealth and weakened the productive capacities of the
base economies that aliow for our survival. We have seen this play out in our
own islands in numerous communities, for example through struggles for water
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to feed streams, subsistence farms, and fisheries, or to supply corporate-owned

resolts and housing developments. if we are to practice no'eau ho'okele waiwai,

we must attend to the ways wealth, value, and energy are created, organized, and

drrected within our society. Furthermore, we must be fully informed about and

prepared for significant changes in the supply of resources upon which our lives

have become dependent.

CoNFRoNTTNC THE CHALLENCES or PEnr Orl
TH e ScoPE oF TH E PnoeLrv

We should not cling to crude down to the last drop-we should leave oil before it
leaves us. That means new approaches must be found soon....The really important
thing is that even though we are not yet mnning out of oil, we are running out

of time.

-Dr. Fatih Birol (zoos), Chief Economist, International Energy Agency

A critical mass of scholarship in various disciplines has explored the potential

impacts of industrial societies pushing the limits of the earth's natural capacity

A decline, whether experienced as a gradual shrinking or a rapid collapse, in the
fossil fuel economy will profoundly impact Hawaiian futures. We need a sustained

discussion ofthe implications of a waning fossil fuel economy for all aspects of our
lives, and we need to start having the discussion immediately because the majority
of our people have become almost completely dependent on a fossil fuel-based

capitalist economy for our needs.

Oil was formed in the remote past, and as such it is a nonrenewable, finite
resource subject to depletion (The Association for the Study of Peak Oil and

Gas, 2008, p. 4). Every oil field reaches a peak of production and then slows until
fully exploited. The term Peak Oil is an extension of American geologist M. I(ing
Hubbert's peak theory. Hubbert was a researcher for Shell Oil who theorized that

the rate of production is directly related to the total amount of undeveloped oil ín
any particular field and in the world, following a bell curve (see Figure 1). In 1969,

he predicted the peak wouid be reached in 2000 (Committee on Resources and

Man, Division of Earth Sciences, National Academy of Sciences, 1969). Critics of
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the Peak Oil theory argue that while oil is certainly a finite resource, a declining

supply may be experienced more as an "undulating plateau" on a slow decline,

rather than a dramatic peak (f ackson,2007\.

FtcURE r Comparison of Hubbert's prediction of peak and decline in U.S. oil production and
U.S. actual production. U.S. Lower-48 oil production (crude oil only) and Hubbert high estímate
(URR: zooCb,l<:6%, r97o) , the dashed line indicates the r956 year (prediciion year).
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Among petroleum geologists today, some believe the peak was reached during
the first decade of the 21st century. In 2005 Deffeyes argued that global total oil
production was just reaching the peak and that oil production would first begin

0.5
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a slow deciine that would then become more rapid over time. In his book Beyond

Oíl: The View from Hubbert's Peøkbe reports that the world's oil producers have

"hit," or initially tapped, 9a% o{ all the oil that can ever be expected to hit, and he

forecasts that by 2019 production will be down to 90% of the peak level (Deffeyes,

2006, pp.7,49). More conserr¿ative estimates place the peak in the 2030s or 2040s.

However, there is little substantial disagreement that a height wiil be reached at

some point in the first half of this century, and there is substantial agreement that

it will happen within our lifetimes or the lifetimes of our children. It is also widely

agreed that we won't know exactly and positively when the peak has been reached

until several years into the beginning of decline, and many indicators show strong
evidence that we are in that zone:

U.S. oil production reached and passed its peak in t970 (Deffeyes,

2006, p. 40),

Global per capita production peaked in 1979, at around 2 liters per

person per day. At that point, the worid's population began growing
more quickly than oil production (Deffeyes, 2006, p. t77).

Despite that per capita peak, as of zoo+, Americans used 4 liters per
person per day (Bartlett, 200a, p. 5a).

Total world oil usage began exceeding discoveries of new oil fields

in 1e81 (Campbell, n.d.).

As of tggS, total world production began to flatten and as of zoo¡

was flat. As of zoo¡, there was "no significant under-utilized oil
production capacity in the world," including Saudi Arabia, the

country with the largest annual production and export of total

petroleum, with one-ñíth of the worlds proven oil reserves. (Deffeyes,

2006, p.3a). Saudi Arabia reached peak production in 2005.

Currently, of the 65 largest oil-producing countries in the world,
54 have passed their peak (see Figure 2) and are now in decline

(Grubb, 2011).4

As of zooO, major oil companies were not building new refineries or

increasing the size oftheir tanker fleets (Deffeyes, 2006, p. xiii-xiv).
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FIGURE z Oil-producing countries pasl peak production
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These findings and projections are not only being made by activist and scholarly

proponents of the Peak Oil theory. Every2 years, the United States ]oint Forces

Command issues future proiections describing their "perspective on future trends,

shocks, contexts and implications" that will likely impact the U.S. foint Forces in
the coming years. The report is called the US Militøry Joint Operøting Environmeytt

(JOE), and the 2010 ïeport states:

By the 2030s, demand is estimated to be nearly 50%" grealer

than today...Absent a rnajor increase in the relative reliance

on alternative energy sources (which would require vast

insertions of capital, dramatic changes in technology, and

altered political attitudes toward nuclear energy), oil and coal

will continue to drive the energy Irain...Assunting the most
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optím.istíc scenørio for iruproved petroleum production through

enhønced recovety n'Leans, the development of non-conventionøI

oils ad new d.íscovenes, petroleum wíII be Lr.ørd pressed to meet

the expected future demønd. (United States Joint Forces

Command, Ioint Futures Group, 2010,p.24)

In other words, the kind of economic growth to whìch Americans have become

accustomed will be next to impossible given the current supply of petroleum and

other nonrenewable fuels. Even in the most optimistic scenarios which include

rnajor new development and discovery the likes of which have not l¡een seen

in recent decades, it will be incredibly difficult for supply to meet demand (see

Figure 3).

FtcURE 3 Projection of future world oil production in relation to estimated demand for energy
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A significant number of geologists and economists, among others, predict that as

the global supply of oil declines and becomes increasingly expensive, a substantial

decline in material standards ofliving can be expected. In 2008, Jeroen van de Veer,

then CEO of Shell Oil stated, "Shell estimates that after 2015 supplies of easy-to-

access oil and gas will no longer keep up with demand."s Richard Heinberg, in
his book Peøk Everythíng: Wøking Up to ø Century of Declines (2010), asserts that

"the world is currently as reliant on hydrocarbons as it is on water, sunlight, and

soil. Without oil for transportation and agriculture, without gas for heating, and

without coal for po\¡/er generation, the global economy would come to a sputtering

halt" (p. 20). In any case, a decline in the fossil fuel economy, whether experienced

as a gradual transition or a rapid collapse, will profoundly impact Hawaiian futures.

Whereas those of us born in the 20th century have lived on the incline of Hubl¡ert's

peak, our children and grandchildren will likely live on the declining side.

We must also remember a declining oil supply will be compounded with the

converging phenomena of global warming/burning and climate change, rising

population, declining fish harvests, the loss of biodiversity, and limited land for
agricultural production among other things. In 2006, a seven-volurne Millennium

Ecosysten't. Assessment (MA) was released, the collective effort of t,¡oo experts in
95 countries to produce a global assessment of the Earth's ecosystems. They write,

About 60 percent of the ecosystem services examined in
the MA-including fisheries and fresh water-are being

degraded or used in ways that cannot be sustained. In
many cases, we are literally living on borrowed time. By

using up supplies of fresh groundwater faster than they

can be recharged, for example, we are depleting assets

at the expense of our children. (Millenium Ecosystem

Assessment,2007, p. 5)

Even if one does not believe that Peak Oil is a reality we will see anytime soon, it is

impossible to deny the ecological destruction that fossil fuel-based, transnational

corporate capitalist economies have hastened. For l(ãnaka Maoli, these levels of
exploitation and consumption should be seen as profoundly out of sync witl our

kúpuna values.
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WHy Do We NEeo ro THINK Aeour rHE SHlrr FRoM A

Fossrr- Furl-BnsEo EcoNoMy AS A HnwnrnN lssurl

What does this mean for l{awai'i, and more specificaliy, for the well-being of
IGnaka Maolil In the past 40 years, since U.S. oil production peaked, Hawai'i has

remained almost compietely dependent on oil as our primary source of energy-
85% of our energyusage comes from oil, and another 5%"frorn coal, the second

largest source of energy (Coffman, 2010; Curtis, 2010). And let us not forget that
crude oil and coal get to our islands on ships that are also fueled by petroieum. As

a result, Hawai'i residents pay higher energy prices, with the average retail price
per kilowatt hour about twice that of the U.S. continental average as of zoOl (De

Stercke, Seligman, Teng,Zhao, & Cooke, 2011; see also the U.S. Energy Information
Administration's website at http://www. Eia.gov/electricity/monthly/). Yet despite

the price difference we also have a much higher oil consumption rate, measured

in barrels of crude consumed per capita.

As 21st-century Kãnaka, we too have become dependent on imported, nonrenew.
able sources of energy for most of our needs. Most of the water we drink requires

energy to pump it out of the ground. Our homes are built with imported materials

that require energy for their harvest, manufacture, andf or transport. Our vehicles

are not only powered by petroleum, but the processes by which they are made

require vast amounts of energy. Day-to-day items like toothpaste, coffee, towels,

books, toilet paper, movies, and phones to name but a few, rely upon fossil fuels

for their production.

Ifwe consider that electricity, like rent, is a relatively fixed monthly cost for families,

then we know that families with lower incomes are putting a larger proportion of
their monthly earnings toward energy costs. A 2011 report on energy efficiency in
low-income communities in Hawai'i found that while moderate-income families

spend aboul 5%" of their income on energy costs, low-income families put about

1.5/" of their earnings toward energy costs (De Stercke, Seligman, Teng, Zhao, &.

Cooke, 2011). This leaves less disposable income for an 'ohana (family) to use for
education or health care. According to the findings in Kø Huøkø'í: 2005 Nøtive

Høwøíiøn Educa.tionøl Assessn'tent, Native Hawaiian families in Hawai'i have the

lowest mean family income of all major ethnic groups, 75.9%o lower than the

Hawai'iwide average (I(ana'iaupuni, Malone, & Ishibashi, 2005). Those 2005 data

further show that our per capita income is 35% lower than the Hawai'i-wide figure.
'We also know that energy costs on islands other than O'ahu are generally higher,
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while incomes are generally lower. Thus, I(ãnaka Maoli living on Hawai'i, Maui,

Mololca'i, Lãna'i, and I(aua'i are carryíng a heavier burden in terms of energy costs

vis-à-vis income.

Native Hawaiians' economic status, having the lowest income levels and rates of
home-ownership in the islands, makes it more difficult (when even possible at

all) to purchase and install energy- and cost-saving measures. An upper-middle-

class homeowner might be able to finance a $25,000 photovoltaic system to make

the home a "net zero" elergy producer-consumer and minimize their monthly

electricity bill, but a working class family renting their home will not have such

options. Thus it becomes more important for us as a people to think aboul collec-

tíve solutions and conlmuníty-bøsed solutíons, rather than leaving the burden on

individual households to come up with energy- and cost-saving measures.

The State of Hawai'i has already begun to think about our islands' overdepen-

dence on imported oil and coal and their impact on climate change. In 2007, the
Hawai'i State Legislature was among the first in the United States to pass a law

aimed at mitigating contribution to global climate change. The GIobøI Wørming

Solutions Act of 2007, AcI T4, brings Hawai'i in sync with the IÇoto Protocol,

mandating that statewide greenhouse gas emissions be reduced to 1990 levels by

2020.6 The following year, the state solidified an agreement with the three rnajor

energy companies in the islands-Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO), Maui

Electric Company (MECO), and Hawaii Electric and Light Company (HELCO)-

known as the Hawai'i Clean Energy Initiative.i The agreement states, "All pørties

believe thøt the future of Hawaií requires thøt we move decisívely ønd irueversíbly

øwøy from imported fossil fuel for electricity ønd. trønsportøüon ønd lowørds locølly

produced renewable energy øvtd. øn ethic of energy fficiency." In 2009, the Hawai'i State

Legislature took further steps toward this goal by passing several bills aimed to

hasten the transition to renewable energy sources. Among the key aspects of the

agreement that were codified into law are two significant and aml:itious recluire-

ments. By 2030, 40% of net electricity sales by electric utility companies shall be

from renewable energy sources and a 30%o reduction in energy use will result from
increased energy effi.ciency measures (Codiga, 2009).8 In total, the state targets

would shift the proportion of Hawai'i energy sources frorn 95%" fossil fuels Lo 70%

"clean energy" within the next 18 years. The cluestion is: how will these targets be

met and how will plans to meet them interface with issues of lGnaka Maoli health

and well-being?
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The state government, in conjunction with the private electricity companies, is

looking to address the crisis of Hawai'i's overdependence on fossil fuels through
the lens of assuring benefits to a "generai public." This approach, however, does

not take into account the inequity in existing cost burdens between urban and

rural communities, between lower-income and higher-income households, and

the ways both of those distinctions (urban/rural and "have's"/"have not's") play

out along ethnic lines. The large proposed projects, one of which we discuss

below, would place even more burden on rural communities and their natural

and subsistence economies. Moreover, the large electric companies now have a

vested interest in building large-scale renewable energy plants so that they can be

compliant with the law by 2030.

The shift to renewable energies is not inherently pono or innocent of power
As Hawai'i begins to shift from fossil fuels to green energy, will the shift be

community- or corporate-drivenl How will benefits and resources be distributedl
Will the natural, subsistence, and market economies come into better balancel

For l(ãnaka 'Oiwi, we should consider how the pono (that which is necessary for
survival) of our lahui's future generations is provided. It is with these questions

and context in mind that we turn to a case study of community development on

Moloka'i, an island that has been able to maintain more of a balance between

natural, sustenance, and market economies. The next section draws on Tuti
Baker's research on the specific struggles over Lã'au Point and Big Wind and

takes up some ofthe tensions and frictions that arise when communities confront

these questions.e

CovM uN rry, TRANsNATToNAl CoRpoRATIoNs, AND THE
SrRrr: A Cnsr SruDY otrt MoLot<A'l

Moloka'i uses Kanaka Maoli values to create a sustainable economy that has the
strength to survive the inevitable shift away from a fossíl fuel-based economy.

We look to Moloka'i because it is a diverse community with a strong ethos of
community engagement and shared values.10 Moloka'i-l¡orn Walter Ritte observes

that most Kãnaka Maoli on Moloka'i actively participate in two economies-the
cash economy and the subsistence economy.ll At the same time that residents

participate in the market economy by exchanging their labor for cash, they also
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padicipate in a sustenance economy that on Moloka'i encompasses a variety of
subsistence economic practices such as hunting, fishing, and home-based agricul-

ture. Transnational corporations employ the most people on the island and so are

the major engines of the cash economy. The engines of the subsistence economy

are the people in the community who take from the natural world only as much

resources as needed for sustenance.

In this hybrid economy there is friction between the people who participate in both

the cash and subsistence economies to provide for their sustenance, and transna-

tional corporations driven by profit-taking and the accumulation of capital within
a market-based economy. In Anna Tsing's book Fnction: An Ethnogrøphy of Globøl

Connection the term friction refers to the imperfect connectivity between people

from different cultures and socioeconomic strata and between events at global

versus local scales. Friction, Tsing (2004) contends, is the creative force that gives

meaning to economic and cultural interactions, while also "refusing the lie that

global power operates as a well-oiled machine" (p A). The following two examples

illustrate how political struggle and the friction that it creates on the ground in the

local community arena generates unexpected actions and reactions in the arena of
transnational corporations and state instihrtions. Our first example is the political

struggle that arose when the community-based economic developmenl organiza-

tion Moloka'i Enterprise Community attempted to collaborate with the island's

largest landowner, Guoco Group Limited.

Lã'øu Point

On Moloka'i community-based planning is deeply connected to Kanaka Maoli
values as expressed in a statement in the pamphlet put out by I(a Honua Momona.l2

The values of aloha 'ãina and mãlama 'ãina (love and care

for the land) guíde our stewardship of Moloka'i's natural

resources, which nourish our families both physically

and spiritually....We honor our island's Hawaiian cultural
heritage, no matter what our ethnicity, and that culture is

practiced in our everyday lives. Our true wealth is meøsured.

by rhe extent of our generosity. (McGregor, 2007, pp. 1.93-L94,

emphasis added)
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This community vision statement calls for economic development strategies

that are grounded in indigenous l(anaka Maoli values. These values of aloha

'ãina and mãlama 'ãina are aligned with Shiva's framework for thinking about

three economies, as described above, In the Moloka'i statement, the community

affirms its collective and material relationship to the human and natural envi-

ronment and its responsibilities to be stewards of the land and its resources.ls

The statement expresses a commitment to balancing the natural, sustenance,

and market economies through economic development embedded within social

stmctures that value human relations over capital gain, encapsulated in the phrase

"wealth is measured by the extent of one's generosity." When a community takes

on the responsibility to care for the land and its natural resources the prioritíes for

economic development focus on providing for the sustenance of the community

(food, water, shelter) and allowing the productive capacity of the natural economy

to function and provide resources in the present and into the future. The market

economy must operate symbiotically with the sustenance economy and the

nahrral economy.

Guoco Group Limited operates within the neoliberal market capitalism model. As

stated in the corporation's 2009 annual report, Guoco Group Limited engages in
economic activity that works to maximize corporate profits (Guoco Group Limited,

2009, p.3). The corporation sees its land hoidings as commodities whose value

is measured in the marketplace in terms of potential capital gain. Within this

economic model attention to social and environmental welfare is limited by the

corporation's mandate to accumulate capital and make a profit for shareholders.

In 1998 l(ãnaka Maoli initiated a community development prol'ect to find solutions

to the lack of opporhrnities within the cash economy on Mololca'i. This planning

process included a coalition of diverse residents who were committed to IGnaka

Maoli concepts ofsustainability, including aloha 'äina and mãlama 'ãina. The group

applied for and received Enterprise Community status from the United States

Department of Agriculture.la This qualified the community for federal money for

community-based economic development. The Moloka'i Enterprise Community

(MEC) was the democratically structured institution formed to administer the

funds. In the first 5 years of operation, the MEC Board of Directors outlined a wide

range of economic development projects including building a communiry-run

commercial kitchen, assisting farmers with equipment purchases, establishing a

charter school, and commissioning a community-based visitor plan for Moloka'i.ls
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In 2003 the MEC agreed to work with Moloka'i Properties Limited, a subsidiary of
Guoco Group Limited, to create a Community-Based Master Land Use Plan for
Moloka'i Ranch ("the Plan"). This Plan incorporated many priorities that were in
keeping with the community's vision statement. The Plan called for giving 26,200

acres, approximately one-third of the land holdings of Moloka'i Properlies Limited,

to the Moloka'i Land Tmst; establishing easements over another 24,000 acres of
Moioka'i Ranch holdings to preserve agricultural and r-ural land use designations;

and reopening the l(aluako'i resort and golf course to provide employment for
Moloka'i residents. In exchange for these concessions Moloka'i Properlies Limited
expected community support for the development of 200 luxury homes at Lã'au

Point on Moloka'i's southwest shoreline.

A large segment of the Moloka'i community did not support the Lã'au Point

development. Fishermen were concerned that developing Lã'au Point would
adversely impact the fertile offshore fishing area that provides sustenance for
island residents. Farmers insisted that there was not enough water on the island

to support the development. And many residents from across the island were

concerned that the development of 1uxury housing at such a large scale would
unbalance the social and economic power relations on the island and negatively

impact Moloka'i's lifestyle. The Plan eventually fell through because of opposition

to luxury housing and the forces of change that were assumed to follow an influx
of high-income residents on Moloka'i. The community reached consensus on a
number of the Plan's elements such as reopening the lGluako'i Resort to provide
jobs for residents and protecting lands from real estate speculators. But a large

portion of the community could not accept these gains at the expense of losing

Lã'au Point to luxury housing (Baker, 2011).

By participating in this community planning process, Guoco Group Limited
rhetorically positioned itself as an ally of the Moloka'i community, while simul-
taneously making economic decisions to protect its own assets and investments.

The employees of Moloka'i Properties Limited who participated in developing the

Plan with the Moloka'i community probably negotiated the details of the Plan in
good faith, believing that the promises made would be realized. But, moving up
the corporate hierarchy and further away from Moloka'i, those making economic

decisions at corporate headquarters prioritized a different set of accountabilities.

Friction heated up between the corporation and those on the island who opposed

the development at Lã'au Point, and the deveiopment was eventually put on hold.
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Four months after the corporation withdrew its petition before the Hawai'i Land

Use Commission to amend land use boundaries that would allow the corpora

tion to develop Lã'au Point, Moloka'i Properties Limited closed all its operations

on the island. One hundred and twenty full-time employees lost their jobs, and

access to Moloka'i Properties Limited's land was ciosed indefinitely. In a press

release the company CEO wrote, "The decision is purely a business one" (Guoco

Group Limited, 2008). In other words, the corporation has a mandate to maximize
profits, and as a business its social obligation to the people living on Moloka'i is

very limited.

The Lã'au Point controversy demonstrates the friction that exists between tradi-
tional IGnaka Maoli values and the neoliberal values of transnational capitalism.
Development, as framed by the Moloka'i community, focused on: (1) providing
income for residents so they can participate in the cash economy, including
developing a visitor industry built around human interaction between visitor as

guest and resident as host; (2) providing for community well-being with projects

such as building affordable housing for residents, improving sustainable agricul-
tural production; and (3) protecting the environment to ensure a healthy natural

economy and a healthy subsistence economy to ensure reliable local food sources

and to preserve natural resources and cultural sites. In contrast, Guoco Group
Limited prioritized using its assets to generate profit for shareholders in a market-
l¡ased economic framework. In the Lã'au Point case, friction arose when the moral
obligation of the community to be stewards of the land and its resources collided
with the transnational corporation's obligation to accumulate capital, in this case

by developing luxury homes. In this instance the friction revealed that while this
project would yield profits for the company, there were also hidden costs to the
community and environment.

Guoco Group Limited expected that engaging with the Moloka'i community would
result in the community agreeing to their development plans "for their own good."

Instead this engagement initiated an ongoing dialogue within the community
about appropriate development for Moloka'i. This ongoing debate about economic
development flared again around "Big'Wind," a proposed large-scale wind farm
that would generate electricity on Moloka'i and Lãna'i and transport it to O'ahu.

The case of Big Wind underscores our point that any shift away from oil and

toward renewable energies will be laden with issues of power.
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Big Wind

In ]uly 2011 Lieutenant Governor Brian Schatz visited Moloka'i and spoke with
lhe Molokøi Díspøtch about economic deveìopment on the island. In the interview,

Schatz responded to a question about Big Wind:

What we agree about is we ought to move off of oil because

we're in an extremely vulnerable position. i think we

also agree that as we move for-ward with clean energy

projects, that wherever those projects are located, that the

communíties in those areas ought to share in the benefit.

(Molokøi Díspa.tch Stafl 2011)

Later in the interview he stated that urban O'ahu-the military, economic, and

political center of the state-does not have the land area to support large-scale

renewable energy projects. He argued that, in the spirit of cooperation and with
sufficient compensation, rural communities should agree to have these industrial-

scale projects built in order to provide energy to O'ahu. The lieutenant governor's

remarks were directed to those on Moloka'i who do not support the prospect of an

industrial-scale wind farm on Moloka'i.

In 201.1, Moloka'i Renewables, a group formed by San Francisco-based alterna-

tive energy developer Pattern Energy and Honolulu-based developer Bio-Logical

Capital, leased 11,000 acres from Moloka'i Properties, the same company that

3 years earlier had shut down operations because it could not develop at Lã'au

Point. The newly created energy corporation was prepared to l¡uild the wind
farm as a part of the Hawai'i Clean Energy Initiative (HCEI). As discussed in the

previous section, HCEI mandated that the Hawaiian Electric Company, O'ahu's

electric utility, expand its renewable energy portfolio by at least 1,100 megawatts

by 2030. A wind farm on Moloka'i could potentially generate 200 megawatts of that
energy portfolio (Cassidy, 201,1,a; Lo, 201.0a,2010b).

HECO has worked on brokering a benefits package for Moloka'i residents in
exchange for building the industrial wind farrn and transmission substation on

the island. At the time of writing, benefits that have been mentioned include

$1.5 to $2 million annual contributions from Moloka'i Renewables for approved

community projects as well as possible rate reductions for Moloka'i residents.
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HECo has also pledged to resolve issues on the Moloka'i grid so more residents

can install small-scale solar and wind generators. Residents are responding wìth
questions about the impacts an industrial wind farm would have on the social

and natural environment and whethcr industrial-scale wind energy is the most
efficient way to lower dependence on fossil fuels and meet Hawai'i's energy needs

(Cassidy, 2011b, 20IIc; Cluett, 2011; Molokøi News Staff 2011).

The State and UECO continue to pursue a centralized, industrial-scale electricity
production and transmission infrastrrch;re. Large-scale production means a

large input of capital, which will most likely come from a corporation whose first
priority is to produce profit from the capital it invests. A project like Big Wind will
be built in the private sector only if the owner can profit. Moloka'i Renewables

beiieves that it can make a profit from Big Wind even with the millions of dollars
of benefits that it promises to provide to the Moloka'i community at a future date.

fust as Guoco Group Limited decided in the Lã'au case, though, the operator of a
wind farm could shut down operation if it does not yield a profit.

As 2030 approaches and the need to meet the law's renewable energy targets

intensifies, the state's economic imperatives (as defined within a market-based

framework) will increasingly challenge Moloka'i and other rural communities who
assert the demand that activities within the cash-based market be balanced with
the social and ecological health of those communities. It is more than likely that
the discourse of "public benefit" will continue to rub against the 'Õiwi values of
aloha/mãlama 'ãina and kuleana that have driven natural resource use decisions

in our islands for countless generations. These two examples from Moloka'i raise

some significant questions as we face an inevitable great shift away from the fossil
fuel-based economy: Who benefits most from proposed projectsl What are the
costs to social cohesion and nahrral resouÍces on various islandsl Who should
own the energy generated by the winds and other nahrral resources that have not
been previously commodified within a market economyl Should they be owned at

all, or be recognized as a public trust in the same way we think about and use water
in Hawai'i? These are questions that all communities must ask if we are to move

beyond the fossil fuel economy in a responsible and pono manner.
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E Ho'oMAU r<r l(ür<Ã¡<ürÃ'AruR
(Lrr rHr Drscussrorus Corurtruue)

We began this article with a call to our lâhui l(ãnaka 'Oiwi to attend to the envi-

ronmental conditions of our time and prepare for our collective futures, focusing
on the potential challenges Peak Oil poses for the health and well-being of our
people. We raised some of the complexities with which our lãhui must grapple

as we consider ways to improve our collective well-being in the age of oil decline.

Rather than presenting a finished position we hope this article opens and catalyzes

further discussion, for we believe crisis creates opportunity. Thus we end with a

series of questions rather than conclusions.

The story ofthe Moloka'i community's struggle over development ofthe Ifuluako'i
moku (district of eastern Moloka'i, including Lã'au) raises the question oflculeana,

an ancestral economic and political ethic. The dominant discourse utilized by
the State of Hawai'i centers the "larger good" of the "general public," and in this
language ali state citizens are lumped together. Yet our kupuna have historically
approached resource management in a different way, according to kuleana based

on one's relationship to particuiar 'ãina. Beniamina writes that knowing what is
not one's kuleana is the eclually important, corresponding side ofbeing clear about

what ls one's kuleana.

Sometimes one needs to know when to step back. If it is
not your ahupua'a (land division usually extending from
the uplands to the sea), not your 'ili (subdivision of an

ahupua'a), not your moku (district), it is not even your
mokupuni (island), don't maha 'oi. You need to respect the
kuleana enough to leave it be. (Beniarnina,2010, p.2I)

Like Beniamina, ot-her Hawaiian scholars have emphasized that kuleana differs
with respect to one's position in relation to a community or place.r6 This is a

fundamentally different orientation from one based on state-based conceptions

of "the public."

How should these understandings of kuleana interface with the circumstances

of our time, in which alternative and renewable energy sources must be identi
fiedl Who should make decisions about the capture of renewable forces of energy,
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such as wind, wave, and geothermal powerl Both authors of this article recognize

that we speak as O'ahu-dwellers, among the segment of our people who live on

an island that consumes the vast majority of imported oi1 yet pays the lowest

prices relative to our 'ohana on other islands. I(nowing that the existing power

plants that supply most of O'ahu's energy are already located within or adjacent to

predominantly l(anaka Maoli communities on O'ahu, what does it mean to place

the burden on islands like Moloka'i and Lãna'i to generate alternative energyl

Who should have the kuleana to decide the ways lands on those islands are usedl

Aside from the State of Hawai'i's or a single community's position, these are

questions we should confront together as a lahui. Other 'Oiwi scholars aïe

beginning to consider various aspects of these issues. Guy IGulukukui has

proposed making all Department of Hawaiian Homelands housing develop-

ments energy self-sufficient, primarily through neighborhoodJevel solar energy

projects.lT If such energy projects caphrred more energy than used within that
homestead community, energy could be sold to the electric utilities to generate

revenue for DHHL or the community itself. Similarly, Lehua Ka'uhane has

made renewable energy policy recommendations that include shifting the state's

focus from large-scale industrial energy "farms" to locally controlled small-

scale renewable energy projects.ls Such proposals make sense when we look at

countries such as Denmark that are leading the way in energy efficiency

and independence.le

Economic independence in Hawai'i requires that we reckon our interdependencies

between islands and ahupua'a in a pono manner. Cheaply produced oil has been

the iifeblood of an increasingly globalized and corporatized capitalist economic

system, and the age of imperialism has caused great inequality, both in our home

and around the world. A great shift allows us the opportunity to confront and

remedy those inequalities, lest we watch the gap between the haves and have-nots

continue to widen in a post-oil Hawai'i.

'lVhether or not alternative sources of energy are identified, we should ask

ourselves: what is the role we want a globalized market economy to play in our
potential futuresl In other words, what should be the role of capitalism in the

long-term health and weli-being of the lahui Hawai'il 
.Will 

a global, corporate

capitalist economic system allow us to live sustainable lives for generations to

come? As Hawaiian scholar and kanaka aloha 'ãina I(ekuni Blaisdell points out

in the fr7rn Tøking Wøíkikl: "The capitalist economic system is based on profit.
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'what does profit meanl one takes more than one gives. That's what profit is"
(Coll & Bain, 1994). He concisely encapsulates a fundamental contradiction in
values between capitalist imperatives and Hawaiian culture. In the face of these
conflicting values, and the ways neoliberal capitalism contributes to the degra-
dation of our earth's ecosystems and the ongoing economic malaise of various
segments of our Hawaiian community, what other means of providing for our
needs and desires can we imagine and developl How can we cïeate a great shift
toward a more pono economy that balances the interconnected naturai, suste-
nance, and market economiesl

We might look to successful Hawaiian community-based enterprises like MA'o
Organic Farms, which is a thriving business that contributes to the social welfare
ofthe'Wai'anae community at the same time that it successfully participates in the
market economy.20 An economic and cultural shift can and must mean rebuilding
local communities' capacities to provide for more of our own basic needs. A shift
would allow us to come together to restore community-based forms of delibera-
tion and decision-making that have contriìruted to the longevity of our lähui, as we
consider together how to create resilience and wean ourselves from overdepen-
dence on the fossil fuel economy.

A great shift would allow us to turn with focus and determination to the wisdom
of our kúpuna. Traditional Hawaiian lifestyles center the natural and sustenance
economies. In the video Molokø'í Retum to Pono, Moloka'ibased filmmaker Matt
Yamashita invokes the island's historical moniker, "ka 'ãina momona" (a fertile
land), and its more recent history of resistance to "paving over the island" as the
inspiration that drives Moloka'i's community-based planning processes. The aim
is "to secure a hopeful future of sustainability and health" (Yamashita,2008). In
the video he cites as evidence of the beginnings of a "return to pono" the ongoing
efforts on the island to restore lo'i and loko i'a, to teach Hawaiian language and
cultural values in the schools, and to reclaim lands from foreign ownership. In the
face of Peak Oil, it is important to remember that our küpuna technologies such as

loko i'a and lo'i kalo :maxirnize solar energy rather than fossil fuel energy for prolific
food production. Numerous initiatives already exist within our communities to
revitalize these life-giving structures and to add our own 2lst-century innovations.
Though we have not yet achieved the scaie at which we can significantly diminish
the dependence of large numbers of our people on the fossil fuel economy, we
should continue to expand existing community-based projects restoring and
utilizing our kupuna technologies of farming fish and vegetable foods.
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The large Hawaiian institutions that control significant bodies of landed, intel-
lectual, social, and financial resources-such as the office of Hawaiian Affairs,
the lGmehameha Schools, the university-level Hawaiian Studies schoois or
departments, and the Association of Hawaiian Civic Clul¡s contribute to the
long-term well-being of our lahui by helping facilitate further research, discus-
sion, and action around the issues we have raised here. Such organizations
have a lculeana to ensure that I(ãnaka of rural communities, non-homeowners,
homesteaders, and other grassroots-level organizations have a place at the tabie to
discuss lahui-wide strategies, agendas, and frameworks for surrriving and thriving
in the time of this great shift. up to this point, those segments of our community
have largely been left out of the state's planning processes, such as the HCEI or the
Hawai'i 2050 Sustainability Plan.21

fust as the deeds of our ancestors are always a part of us, residing within and
around us, so too do we inhabit the futures of our descendants. Our actions and
inactions today will profoundly shape their lives, whether or not we are conscious

of it. The opening'öle1o no'eau provides instructions from generations before us:
we need to pay attention to signs and trends within our environment, and we
need to be prepared for what may come. our küpuna tell us that it is better to
be mãkaukau (prepared) than to be standing with our backs to the ocean when a
big wave breaks. I ka moana no ka i'a, liuliu 'ia nã pono lawai'a. What potential
futures might we create for present and future generations? Let us envision and

prepare together.
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science at UHM in the ìndigenous politics focus area. Her dissertation research
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Norrs

1 Waziyatawin's essay is currently unpublished and availabie through the author
She is, however, currently writing a book-length work on this topic, which should
be available within the next year or two. Those interested in learning more about

her body of work can go to her website: hltp:llwazryatawin.net/comrnenlaryf
(accessed lanuary 29, 201,2).

2 This article grew out ofdiscussions generated by a panel at the 2010 Research

Conference on Native'Hawaiian Well-Being. The panel included the authors of
this article along with Guy Kaulukukui, who called us to think about moving
toward a more "pono economy."

3 One of the central insights of the intellectual field known as futures studies is
that all representations of the future are political. Fuhrres studies scholars remind
us that there is no singular future; rather they call on us to consider the multiple
possible futures that are opened or foreclosed by our actions in the present.

4 For a list of countries past their peak produclion, bøsed on the BP Støtisticøl

Review of World Energy, see http://www.theoiidrum.cornlnodel55TG (accessed

August 10, 20i1).

5 Shortly afïer van de Veer's lanuary 22,2008, email to all Shell employees, it went
viral and can be found on numerous websites, including http://www.bravenew-
leaf.com/environment/2008101, lpeak-oi1-skepti.html (accessed August 10, 2011).

Since that time, Shell has launched a fi.rll carnpaign around the two scenarios

van de Veer proposed, describing two potential paths in the face of declining oil:
"scramble" and "blueprints." See http://www.shell.com/home/content/about-
shell/our-strategy/shellglobal-scenarios/ (accessed August IO, 201I).
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6 Adopted in 1997 and entering into force in 2005, the I(yoto Protocol is an inter-
national agreement that among other things commits 37 industrialized countries
and the European union to binding targets for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG)

emissions. Although 191 countries and the European Union have signed on to and
ratified the Kyoto agreement, the u.s. federal government has not yet ratified its
support for and commitment to it. Thus, it is significant that the State of Hawai'i
voluntarily took on the mandates of the Kyoto Protocol GHG reduction targets by
passing Acl234.

7 For information on the Hawaii Clean

http : / /www.hawaiicleanenergyinitiative. org/.

Energy Initiative, see

8 Mahalo nuito Lehua l(a'uhane for connectingus with Douglas Codiga's writings
on Hawai'i state law related to climate change and renewable energy, as well as for
invaluable conversations that have advanced our thinking on these issues.

9 Portions of Baker's research on Moloka'i community-based development have

been published previously in the Intemøtionøl JournøI of Críticøl Indigenous Studies

(Baker,2011).

10 The community is not monolithic, and it is beyond the scope of this article to
examine the complex social dynamics and economic practices on the isiand.

11 Mahalo nui to Walter Ritte for this articulation of Moloka'i's economies,
which he offered at the Moana Nui Conference on Noveml¡er rr,2o1t, and at the
Monsanto in Hawai'i Panel Discussion on Wednesday, lanuary 18, 2012. Both
presentations were at the Kamakakrfokalani Center for Hawaiian Studies.

12 Ka Honua Momona is a nonprofit corporation based on the island of Moloka'i
whose mission is to be a model of sustainablllty mø ukø ø mø køi (from the
mountains to the sea). More information on the organization can be found at
http : / /www.kahonuamomona. org (accessed I anuary 28, 2012).

13 In 2008, Moloka'i community members created an expanded vision statement
titled "Molokai: Fuhrre of a Hawaiian Island" (200s).

14 An Enterprise Community was a special prograrrr created to stimulate economic
development in rural areas. For more information see http://www.rurdev.usda.
gov I B CP -EZE C- P rincipl e s. html (acce s s e d J anuary 28, 2012) .
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15 Activities of the MEC can l¡e found at the foilowing website: http://www
r-urdev.usda .gov f rbsf ezec/Community-BMS-2004/Molokaibms.html (accessed

lanuary 26,201.2).

16 Samuel Kamakau stresses that the relationshrp between familial iineage and
kuleana is so central to our ktpuna worldview that it shapes not only our kuleana
in this life l¡ut also in the afterlife. For example, he writes that one's spirit would
only reside in those places or become transformed into the bodily forms of
things (animals, plants, thunder, etc.) from which they were lineally descended.

For example, he writes, "The persons who have a kuleana in I(a Lua o Pele are

the direct descendants (pulapula pono'i) of Haumea, IGnehekili, Kaho'aii'i,
I(anewawahilani, I(ailanuimakehaikalani, Nakoloilani, I(anohoali'i, Pele, Hi'iaka,
and Namakaokaha'i...Only through the blood lineage (koko i eweewe mai) of the
ancestors does the kuleønø come" (IGmakau, 1991, p. 66).

17 Guy lGulukukui presented an unpublished paper on this topic at the 2010

Research Conference on Native Hawaiian Well-Being. Interested readers should
contact Dr. Ifuulukukui directly for more information on his proposal.

L8 Lehua I(a'uhane's thesis in progress is titled "Incorporating Indigenous
Concerns in Hawai'i's Renewable Energy Policy." She is completing a master's
degree through the University of Hawai'i at Mãnoa's Deparment of Urban
Planning, and she has also written on this topic as a student at the Richardson
School of Law. Contact her directly for the most up-to-date version of her writings
and thinking on this topic.

19 Denmark is a world leader in energy efficiency and has set a goal of becoming
completely independent from fossil fuels by 2050 ("Could Denmark Be Fossil Fuel
Free by 2050?" 2010). Like Hawai'i, Denmark was 95%" dependent on fossil fueis
but since the 1970s has taken consistent and bold steps to reduce consumption,
heighten efficiency, tax fossil fuel usage, and build offshore wind turbines. The
country is now a net exporter of energy (Ostervang, 2011). Denmark is also the
world leader in decentralized, or distributed generation, energy. Decentralized
energy refers to energy that is produced nearer to the point at which it is being
used. See the World Alliance for Decentralized Energy for more information
(htip : //www.localpower. org/ (access ed |anuary 30, 2012).

20 For more information al¡out MA'O Organic Farms, see http://maoorganicfarms.
org/ (accessed January 25,201,2).
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21 Passed in 2005, Act 8 established the Hawai'i 2050 Sustainability Task Force.
The twenty-five member Task Force has a mix of public and private sector repïe-
sentatives, including representatives appointed by or representing the Governor,
speaker of the House, senate President, the Mayors of the counties of Hawai'i,
Kaua'i, Maui, and Honolulu, the director of the office of Planning, the university
of Hawai'i Department of urban & Regional Planning, and the State Auditor. The
Hawai'i Sustainabiiity Plan 2050 can be downloaded athü,p://www.hawaii2o5 0.orgl
(accessed I anuary 29, 201,2).
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